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Abstract—Optical flow is believed to play an important role
in the agile flight of birds and insects. Even though it is a
very simple concept, it is rarely used in computer vision for
collision avoidance. This work implements a neural network
based collision avoidance which was deployed and evaluated on
a solely for this purpose refitted car. (6819 words)
I. INTRODUCTION
Birds and insects are capable to fly with fast speeds and
high accuracies with a simple vision system. It is believed
that a core component in this agile flight is the evaluation of
the optical flow [1]. Even though this is a seemingly simple
concept, current research is far from Micro Aerial Vehicles
(MAVs) flying as agile as birds.
The optical flow describes the movement of brightness
changes of single pixels or areas of pixels in a frame, which
is caused by the relative motion of the image sensor and
viewed objects [2]. This information can be used to not only
detect motion, but also to reconstruct information of the three-
dimensional structure of a scene, even with just a single
camera. While it is impossible to reconstruct absolute distances
and relations with this method, it is possible to re-interpret this
information into a three-dimensional representation [3]. Due
to the fixed size of single objects, a frame can be segmented
into objects moving in different relative speeds [2]. The frontal
and lateral optical flow is visualized in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1: Visualization of the optical flow perceived by a flying
robot: Different kind of optical flow from different perspec-
tives. [4]
Insects use optical flow clues for navigating through narrow
passages by balancing the optical flow perceived on the
left and right side, for controlling flight speed, altitude and
attitude as well as for estimating distances. Among other birds,
Hummingbirds may use optical flow to avoid collisions by
monitoring obstacle attributes like verticals size, expansion and
relative position. [1]
The idea of using optical flow for collision avoidance is not
entirely new. Previous research used this approach primarily
in MAVs. MAVs have a broad set of use cases, from Search
and Rescues (SaRs) to delivery services. In these settings,
MAVs need to be capable of flying close to the ground,
through destroyed areas, in tunnels or caves or in an urban
setting. Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSSs) might
not be available at all times, so an alternative solution has
to be provided. Additionally, weight, size and speed plays an
important role, requiring available sensors not only to be small,
but also to be fast. [4]
One of the first works that implemented a method for
collision avoidance and landing in indoor environments based
on optical flow utilized small optic flow microsensors [5].
Later, MAVs were used to demonstrate the feasibility to fly
outdoors and successfully avoid collisions with trees and other
objects [6]. Instead of a single microsensor, an array of optical
mouse sensor with a custom designed optic was used to
detect the optical flow in seven distinct regions. Embedded
stereo camera can be used to estimate velocity and depth in
combination with a distance sensor [7]. In one of the most
recent works, [8] demonstrate the possibility to fly through
narrow gaps by utilizing the optical flow.
All of these approaches have in common that they are
analytical and focus on a specific use case, like frontal
collision avoidance by evaluating the flow field divergence or
following a corridor. With more powerful computer, machine
learning has become more popular in the last years. [9] uses a
reinforcement learning approach to map measured distances to
a camera image and based on that data control a car. [10] use
a deep learning approach to directly control an autonomous
robot based on raw image data in a model-less approach.
Another use case of optical flow is the compression of
videos. One codec that uses motion estimation is H.264/AVC
[11]. In the recent years, the requirements for video compres-
sion have steadily increased. Nowadays, many mobile devices
are required to store and process video data efficiently. It is
possible to extract the optical flow during the decompression of
the video stream. Since the extraction is usually implemented
in a GPU, the optical flow can be extracted with almost no
CPU overhead from the raw video stream [12]. The feasibility
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of this approach was demonstrated by implementing an optical
flow based odometry sensor on a Raspberry Pi [13].
Until now, no attempts were made to utilize a deep learning
approach in connection with optical flow in order to gener-
ate direct control instructions for an autonomous robot. The
optical flow vector field contains different clues that can be
used for collision avoidance, but it is difficult to describe an
universal algorithm for collision avoidance that works under
all circumstances.
Two major disadvantage of optical flow are that it only
works in structured environments [2], which means that the
proposed solution only works well in unstructured (outdoor)
environments, and that the robot has to move at all times. Both
is usually the case for SaRs applications and for flying robots.
An universal collision avoidance can possibly be imple-
mented with a small set of training data compared to what
would be required to directly learn a collision avoidance on full
RGB or grayscale images. It is likely that using an optical flow
vector field as input data leads to a neural network that can
generalize better (as it works independently of camera settings
and lightning conditions) and scales better to different use
cases. The high information density of optical flow allow high
frame rates. The vector data is freely available as a byproduct
of camera video compression algorithms, allowing to deploy
this novel procedure on low power embedded devices.
The goal of this work is to evaluate if such simple colli-
sion avoidance can be realized based on a machine learning
approach. The result should be a universal solution that can
be applied to different platforms and is demonstrated on a
small racing car. The car should be fully controllable externally
by a higher level instance such as a human driver or high
level algorithms, but at the same time should be able to avoid
collisions while driving. Therefore, the implemented solution
can be seen as a proxy or a low level firewall (refer Fig. 2).
High level algorithms
Collision avoidance proxy
Low level control
Fig. 2: Classification of the implemented solution within the
system
II. METHOD
A. Optical Flow in H.264/AVC
H.264/AVC is a video coding standard that was introduced
in 2003 to provide enhanced video compression for use cases
like video streaming, requiring a high efficiency and data
compression on error prone networks like UMTS or GSM [11].
The codec divides the image into macro blocks. For each
macro block a motion compensation is predicted by estimating
the displacement vectors to a reference frame, which is usually
the last frame, but may also be a fixed frame. Each motion
compensation macro block usually has a size of 16 px × 16
px. [11]
The Raspberry Pi is a small single-board computer utilizing
a 1 GHz single-core CPU, 512 MB RAM and the possibility
to connect a camera [14]. This camera compresses its video
stream with H.264/AVC while the Raspberry Pi is decodes
the video stream in its GPU in real time. The Raspberry Pi
Foundation makes the motion vector stream available through
the API [12].
B. Testing Platform
The goal of this work is to evaluate if optical flow can
generally be used for collision avoidance tasks with the
application in MAVs in mind. MAVs are expensive to develop
and maintain and only allow a short consecutive operation
due to energy constraints. Therefore, a small remote racing
car was used as a testing platform. Even though the front-
wheel steering and the rear-wheel drive (Ackerman steering
configuration) results in a limited maneuverability [15], it
behaves mostly like a fixed-wing MAVs or a bird flying in
the air or rather very close to the ground, which makes it an
attractive testing and evaluation platform.
In order to fully control the car, it is required to control the
steering of the front wheels and the drive of the rear wheels.
The car was shipped as a remote control car with an integrated
battery, a servo motor for steering control and a brushed motor
for driving, along with a remote receiver and transmitter. There
were different options of transferring control information to
the car:
1) Keep the car as is and use the remote controller to feed
steering and drive information wirelessly to the car
2) Reverse engineer the remote receiver to directly feed
control information to it via an embedded controller
3) Replace the remote receiver with an embedded controller
and add motor controllers for the servo motor and the
drive motor
4) Remove the servo motor and/or the drive motor and
replace the whole electronics with a custom solution
For a controller, different available solutions exist as well:
1) Use an off-the-shelf controller like [16] to interface the
car with a high level controller
2) Use a simple embedded custom micro controller to
interface the car with a high level controller
3) Directly control the car with a Raspberry Pi
The modification of the car should take as little time as pos-
sible since this part is not the focus of this work. A Raspberry
Pi must be integrated into the system for providing the optical
flow and inferring the neural network. The Raspberry Pi is
running Linux, which is not a real time operating system, why
the car cannot be controlled directly by it. Apart from that, a
Raspberry Pi has not a sufficient amount of General Purpose
Input/Outputs (GPIOs). The preferable solution would be to
use a universal controller like ArduPilot, which is capable of
controlling not only cars, but also other kind of vehicles like
MAVs and can easily be controlled via a MAVLINK interface,
therefore allowing to simply port the developed mechanisms
to other platforms [16]. Unfortunately, such controllers are
relatively expensive. It was attempted to integrate a cheap
clone of such a controller into the car, but the results did
not look promising and the software was restricted to a closed
source configuration tool, why a custom controller based on
an Arduino [17] was chosen.
Even though it would have been desirable to change as
few things in the hardware of the car as possible, it was not
possible to directly interface the integrated servo motor of the
car. The servo motor consists of a single brushed motor and
a sensor for measuring the current position of the steering
wheels. Unfortunately, the servo controller was integrated into
the receiver, which was removed from the car. To still be
able to use the integrated servo motor, it would have been
required to implement a controller into the replaced embedded
controller of the car, which would mean an additional overhead
and work. Therefore, the integrated servo motor was replaced
with an off-the-shelf standard servo motor, which can be
directly controlled with a Pulse Width Modulations (PWMs)
signal from the Arduino without any additional hardware.
The integrated drive motor did not have to be replaced, but
required the use of a motor controller. Also, a speed regulation
was desired, why a rotational encoder was added. In order to
keep the system compatible to other controllers, it is desired
that the drive motor can simply be controlled with a standard
RC PWMs signal like the steering servo. This again reduces
the additionally required hardware to a minimum and allows
to control the drive motor directly with the Arduino.
As mentioned in I, the optical flow does not allow to obtain
absolute information about the environment. To have repro-
ducible results, an additional measurement like a measured
distance or a speed may have to be combined with the optical
flow measurement. To accurately measure the speed, a magnet
was glued to the motor’s axis and a Hall-effect sensor placed
close to it. This represents a closed loop with the Arduino for
a simple speed regulation, which was implemented as a PI
controller.
Furthermore, the car should be remote controlled. The re-
moved remote control could not be integrated into the system.
Therefore, a standard RC remote control was added, which the
Arduino is capable of decoding via a PWMs/Pulse Position
Modulations (PPMs) bridge.
The Arduino is now capable of measuring and controlling
the speed of the car as well as set its steering. Also, it
can read remote control parameters. For the Raspberry Pi to
control the car, a communication to and from the Arduino
was to be established. Both have a Universal Asynchronous
Receiver/Transmitters (UARTs), which is used for this pur-
pose. A simple communication protocol was implemented in
Python and in C++.
Additionally, three ultrasonic sensors were added, which
were not used in the final application.
The whole system is visualized in the block diagram in Fig.
3 and close-ups of the different components and the whole
system are depicted in Fig. 4.
Steering
servo Arduino
Raspberry PiCamera
RC receiver
Motor
controller
Battery
Drive
motor
Rotation
encoder
PWM
UART
CSI
PWM/PPM
PWM
Power
Feedback
Pul
se
Fig. 3: Block diagram of the car’s electronics
C. Machine Learning
While humans are good at solving seemingly simple prob-
lems like speech recognition and detecting faces and bad in
solving tasks that require large computations, it is the other
way around for computers, which are good at solving tasks
that can be described by a set of formal rules. The capability
of automatically extracting patterns from raw data and thus
acquiring knowledge to solve a certain problem, which are
often considered intuitive by humans, is known as machine
learning. [18]
The performance of machine learning approaches depends
on the representation of the data to analyze. Machine learning
can either be applied to a set of defined features or even
detect features on its own and then use the detected features
to perform a further classification. Often, the approaches
based on automatically extracted features perform better than
approaches based on manually selected features, since it is
often difficult to describe a general set of features for a
complex problem. Features often depend on other features and
conditions. Deep learning attempts to solve this problem by
automatically breaking a problem down into features that are
described by other features. [18]
Machine learning is a mean to solve a certain problem, or
a task. Two of the most common tasks are classification and
regression. In a classification task the machine is supposed to
determine which of n classes a given input is to be assigned to,
i.e. finding a solution to the function f : Rn → {1, ..., n}. It is
also possible for f to output the probability distribution over a
set of n classes. A common use case for a classification task is
object detection. In a regression task the machine is supposed
to predict a value, i.e. finding a solution to the function
f : Rn → R, which is quite similar to the classification. An
example is to find the position of an object in an image. [18]
Machine learning can be categorized in supervised and
unsupervised learning. Unsupervised learning occurs on a data
set without labels and aims to extract patterns like a probability
distribution or finding clusters. Supervised learning on the
other hand occurs on a labeled data set with the goal to
understand the connection between a data point and a given
label. [18]
(a) Drive motor with magnets attached
to the shaft and incremental encoder
(Hall sensor)
(b) Power train and steering unit:
Steering servo, motor controller,
power distribution, drive motor
(c) Frontal view with the camera, Ar-
duino and Raspberry Pi CPU and the
battery in the background
(d) Complete setup: Modified car with
remote controller
Fig. 4: Components and development process of testing platform
Deep Feedforward Networks (DNNs) are what is commonly
known as neural networks. DNNs consist of multiple layers, or
vector to vector functions f , which are composed so that the
information flows from one direction to the other. At this point,
the network is still linear. By introducing activation functions,
nonlinearities are integrated into the network. The multiple
functions, or layers, have neurans with weights which must
be determined by the machine. For this, backpropagation is
used to find the overall derivative function of a model. Based
on that and a loss function, a gradient descent can be executed
to find a minimum in the via the backpropagation determined
function and therefore finding the solution to the problem.
During the learning phase, the weights are adapted accordingly
during multiple epochs, during which the whole data set is
considered for the learning each cycle. [18]
There are multiple kinds of layers in a network. The
simplest layer is often referred to as fully connected layer and
is applied by a simple vector-matrix multiplication (where the
vector are the values of the output of the last layer and the
matrix contains the weights). Another important type of layers
are convolutional layer, which are basically the same as fully
connected layers, but applied to a defined region of data. In a
two-dimensional image, a convolution may have a filter size of
three by three pixels and move in a grid over the two image.
Pooling layers downsample a layer. [18]
The goal for all machine learning approaches is to work
well on unseen data, i.e. to generalize. The learning process
involves a training and a testing data set. While the network
uses the training data to minimize a loss function, i.e. an error,
the testing data can be used to determine how well the network
generalizes. The goal is not only to minimize the error on the
training set, but also to keep the difference between training
and testing error small. During the learning process, the gap
between training and testing error usually initially decreases
and converges. During this time, the network is underfitted. At
some point, the two curves might diverge again, i.e. the gap
between training and testing error diverges. After this point,
the network is overfitting. [18]
For this work, deep convolutional networks are used. One
particularly well-known classification network is VGG [19].
VGG exists in multiple configuration, the smallest consisting
of eleven layers, where the first eight are convolutions and
pooling layers, while the last three are fully connected layers.
Intuitively, the first layers extract features from the input image
from a low level to a very high level and the fully connected
layers then determine, based on the features found, what object
is seen.
D. Data collection
The basis for all machine learning solutions is a sufficiently
large and statistically appropriate data set [18]. In this work,
the goal for the robot is to learn to avoid collisions based
on gathered training data. There are different approaches for
gathering this data, which were considered iteratively and are
summarized in this paragraph.
The simplest solution is to record optical flow data with
the car while driving and later labeling the images manually.
The problem with this approach is that a large amount of time
has to be invested into manually labeling the images recorded
initially. A solution in which the labeling can be performed
automatically is to be preferred. This solution was still pursued
due to different weaknesses of the other approaches.
The second approach is to add distance sensors to the
robot and record distance measurements synchronized to the
optical flow. Something similar was already done, but with a
simple monocular camera instead of optical flow [9]. It was
attempted to mount three ultrasonic distance sensors on top
of the car, but the produced measurements were unreliable,
likely due to the vibrations of the car and due to the limited
update rate. Another option was to add a LIght Detection And
Rangings (LIDARs) to the car. While mapping distance values
to the optical flow would be an interesting task, this would go
beyond the scope of this work and would not be an end-to-end
solution, why this idea was discarded.
The last approach is the end-to-end approach where the
movement of the car should be controlled completely by
a neural network. Something similar was done in [20], but
with a normal camera. Initially, only the desired steering
of the car was recorded. The idea was that the car learns
based on this data on its own what desired maneuvers are
and what approaching obstacles are. According to [20] this
generally works, but a vast amount of data has to be recorded
and the operator of the car has to be consequent on their
obstacle avoidance decisions. There, the steering decisions of
the operator were recorded together with the video data. The
operator wore video googles and was able to see the recordings
of the car in real time. The vehicle had to drive straight ahead
if no obstacle was seen and consistently drive left or right
along an obstacle if one occurred. [20]
It would be desirably to perform a similar method of data
collection for this work, but there are two primary restrictions
that did not allow a similar procedure. Firstly, the testing
platform that was used with this work is not capable for
driving off-road due to its size. It might be possible to make
the car capable for off-road driving, but this works goal is
to prove the general functionality of machine learning based
optical flow collision avoidance, so a simple on-road obstacle
avoidance demonstration would suffice. Secondly, a live video
stream was not possible to realize due to time and budget
restrictions. Instead, the car operator followed the car and
avoided collisions from his point of view. The data recordings
primarily took place on a large car parking spot with a building
on one site and vegetation and border stones on the other side
(refer Fig. 7).
Recorded were the optical flow, the current driving speed
of the car and the remote control signals. Since the car should
not only randomly drive around and avoid obstacle, but follow
a desired path and avoid obstacles it encounters, a desired path
was recorded with one control signal and a corrected path was
recorded with a second control signal. The operator determined
a desired path. As soon as the operator perceived a possible
collision, a correction signal was sent to the car with a second
control signal that would override the first signal and correct
the driven path of the car.
During later recording sessions, the raw video stream of the
camera was recorded additionally to the optical flow. Since
the operator did not see what the car has seen, the correction
signals sent by the operator are not consistent to the video
stream, why a manual labeling of the data was performed
additionally. In order to speed up the manual labeling, only
three classes were assigned to the data, which are 1) no
correction (drive as desired), 2) fully steer left 3) fully steer
right. This way, the car would not provide a continuous
correction signal, but fully steer in the opposite direction of
the obstacle, which is sufficient for a proof of concept. The
developed labeling tool can is depicted in Fig. 5.
Ultimately, three data sets were recorded with raw RGB
images, optical flow, desired steering, corrected steering, actual
speed and additionally manually labeled into the classes left,
straight, right, resulting in n frames. The car was driven around
by controlling the desired steering signal. When an obstacle
was approached, the override signal was triggered by the
human operator.
A few sample images of the data set can be seen in Fig.
6. From the images it becomes clear that obstacle features
are easily detectable by a human perspective, sometimes even
better than in the plain RGB image. The images show a
resemblance to depth maps.
Type Shape Parameters Description
Input (30, 40, 2) 0 Optical flow input layer x, y,(dx, dy)
Conv (28, 38, 32) 608 2D Convolutions, kernel (3, 3)
Pool (14, 19, 32) 0 Max-Pooling, kernel (2, 2)
Conv (12, 17, 8) 2312 2D Convolutions, kernel (3, 3)
Conv (10, 15, 8) 584 2D Convolutions, kernel (3, 3)
Pool (5, 7, 8) 0 Max-Pooling, kernel (2, 2)
Dense 16 4496
Dense 16 272
Dense 1 17
TABLE I: Description of the overall layer setup (6601 Param-
eters)
E. Neural Network Evolution
The neural network which is to be implemented should
ideally be capable of outputting a steering signal which follows
the desired steering signal by the higher level algorithms and
is corrected if an obstacle is approached. The approaches that
were implemented in this work considered a regression as well
as a classification approach (i.e. obstacle is seen left/right).
The neural networks are implemented in Python with the
Keras Library and Tensorflow as backend.
One of many image classification networks is [19]. This
network architecture extracts features from an image with
multiple layers of convolutions and feeds these features into
a fully connected network, which then determines classes.
This network is the base for both main approaches of this
work. While the original VGG network has 138 million
trainable parameters [19], the networks used in this work are
required to have parameters in the order of less than a few
thousand parameters due to computation power constraints on
the Raspberry Pi.
The base architecture used in both approaches is described
in Table I. The input tensor is the optical flow image. The
first convolution has 32 filters of the size 3x3. A max-pooling
layer with the kernel size 2x2 reduces the size by the factor of
four, followed by two convolutions each with a 3x3 kernel and
8 filters each. A second max-pooling layer reduces the tensor
again, before it is fed to two fully connected layers with 16
neurons each and one output neuron. This base architecture
has 6601 parameters and is the base architecture for the two
main approaches.
1) Regression approach: For the regression approach, the
neural network is fed with the optical flow vector field as well
as the desired steering. The optical flow image is processed by
different layers of convolutions in order to extract features. At
the end of the convolution layers, multiple fully connected
layers convert extracted features to an output signal. The
desired steering signal is connected to the first fully connected
layer.
The training data for the regression approach was not
labeled manually, since a manual labeling of a continuous
output signal is not possible. Instead, the desired steering
signal is compared with the corrected steering signal in the
training data. If the corrected steering signal is not triggered,
the desired steering signal is marked as the label for the
Fig. 5: Visualization and labeling tool for data sets. On the left side the available data sets are listed. Next to the list the
currently selected frame as the optical flow and the raw RGB view are visible. The current frame can be selected either with
the slider in the bottom or with shortcuts. On the right side the steering signal and the speed of the car is visualized. The label
that is assigned to this image is drawn above the optical flow image. Labels can be changed with key shortcuts as well. Since
the data in the data sets is stored in sequence of the recording, multiple frames can be labeled at once since usually the same
action is performed in consecutive images. This way, almost 80k frames were labeled in a few hours.
corresponding optical flow frame. If the corrected steering
signal is triggered (i.e. the operator of the manual determined
a collision was about to occur), the corrected steering signal
was used as the label for the frame.
The data set that is generated with this strategy contains
51887 samples which can be split into the two cases where
the desired steering is passed through the network when no
obstacle is seen (11742 samples) and the case where the
desired steering is changed in order to avoid obstacles (40145).
It can be seen that these two cases are unequally large, or not
balanced. Unbalanced training data likely, but not necessarily,
influences the performance of the neural network and results in
the network having difficulties learning the outnumbered class
[21]. This can either be resolved by recording more training
data covering the first case or by discarding training data of
the second case. This procedure is called data balancing [21].
After balancing, the data set consists of 11742*2 = 23484
samples. In retrospect, it was found that Keras has an option
for weighting different classes so that valuable training data
would not have to be discarded, but this only works for a
classification approach.
Since this network is based on a regression approach,
the output neuron has a linear activation function. The loss
function for this network is a simple mean-squared-error,
which means that the networks tries to minimize the squared
difference between the labeled steering and the predicted
steering. The data sets were split into a training (80%) and
a test set (20%).
After 22 epochs, the network converges with a loss de-
creased to 0.0116 for the unbalanced data and after 54 epochs
with a loss of 0.0096 for the balanced data.
2) Classification approach: For the classification approach,
the neural network is solely fed with the optical flow vector
field as well. The optical flow image is processed by different
layers of convolutions in order to extract features. At the
end of the convolution layers, multiple fully connected layers
convert extracted features to a classification of the current
scenario in either fully override steering left (meaning an
obstacle is approaching frontal or right), fully override steering
right (meaning an obstacle is approaching frontal or left) or
passing through the desired steering (meaning no obstacle is
approaching). Therefore, the last layer in the base architecture
of Table I receives two additional neurons.
Since this approach is a multi class classification problem,
the labels have to be converted to a one-hot scheme. Addition-
ally to the mean-squared-error loss the accuracy is added and
monitored as a metric. The output layer of the network has a
softmax activation function, which means that three numerical
values between 0 and 1 are calculated which sum to 1. The
accuracy describes how often a maximum in the prediction
vectors is equal to the label.
Just like with the regression approach, the labeled data can
be generated automatically depending on the desired steering
and the corrected steering. For the classification approach, it
is significantly easier to manually label the frames. Therefore,
the classification approach was attempted and compared with
automatically labeled data as well as manually labeled data
with both balanced and unbalanced data.
Table II clearly shows that the combination of manual
labels and balanced data shows the best overall results. This
combination was used to analyze and optimize the network
structure by variying single parameters while still staying
(a) Example frames for which obstacles can clearly be identified in the optical flow
(b) Example frames for which obstacles can not be clearly identified due to bad lighting conditions or when the background appears to be an obstacle
Fig. 6: Positive and negative examples for the collected optical flow data. The optical flow is encoded in the HSV color space
where the hue encodes the direction of the flow and the value the speed. The RGB images are stored in a low resolution to
avoid wasting memory.
Epochs Overall Left None Right
Automatic, Unbalanced 52 73.25 69.69 76.97 72.67
Automatic, Balanced 46 72.15 68.12 79.24 68.93
Manual, Unbalanced 64 90.15 59.48 96.66 60.77
Manual, Balanced 56 79.64 83.59 70.32 85.37
TABLE II: Comparison of amount of epochs and accuracy
(percentage) of the classification approaches
below around 10000 trainable network parameters (refer Table
III).
For the given task, the information that can be derived
from the optical flow is still quite dense. Therefore, it was
additionally evaluated how different input masks applied to the
raw dense optical flow field with a size of 30 by 40 vectors
affect the performance of the network. This evaluation can be
seen in Table IV.
The final network architecture is visualized in Table V.
F. Deployment
After the network was designed and trained, it has to be
deployed to the robot. The network can either be executed on
the robot or on a remote computer with the robot transfer-
ring image data and receiving control commands instead of
determining them on its own. Both options were evaluated.
For the deployment on the car, a python implementation
was pursued. The first approach consisted of linear workflow:
Each time a new frame was parsed, the inference in Keras was
started and afterwards the processed results sent to the car.
Unfortunately, the inference in Keras could only be processed
with about 10 to 15 FPS. This blocked the parsing of the
frames and resulted in a delay that increased with time. There-
fore, the solution was implemented with three threads: The first
thread continuously parses the frames and preprocesses them,
the second thread runs the inference on the Keras module and
(a) Parking spot: A parking spot
limited by a building and border
stones, sometimes with small veg-
etation. The car was driven once in
both directions around the perime-
ter. This represents collisions with
obstacles on the front left or front
right side of the car.
(b) Frontal collision: The car
was steered continuously frontal
towards a wall of the building on
the parking spots at different angles
and then driven back to the starting
position. This data set represents
large structured obstacles that are
approached almost frontally.
(c) Spherical obstacle: Two spher-
ical obstacles were placed on
an even underground. The under-
ground is shadowy due to a build-
ing on one site, while the back-
ground is sunny, offering a large
dynamical contrast. Two cars are
parked close by.
(d) Cylindrical obstacle: Two
poller block a street with some
room in between. The car was
steered towards and between the
pollers so that the car should not
only be capable of detecting and
avoiding obstacle, but also to learn
if there is sufficiently space.
Fig. 7: Data set locations
Parameters Epochs Overall Left None Right
Base architecture 8323 56 79.64 83.59 70.32 85.37
Three convolutions with 16 filters each in first layer 10099 59 80.8 83.9 70.32 88.55
Five convolutions with 8 filters each in second layer 6619 60 77.23 80.13 67.18 84.82
Increase the amount of neurons to 32 in the first dense layer 13075 71 82.01 82.93 75.55 87.86
Increase the amount of neurons to 32 in the second dense layer 8643 61 80.0 81.33 76.6 82.2
Adding a convolution with 16 filters in the first layer 12627 60 78.93 77.99 78.56 80.27
Decreasing the amount of filters in the first convolution to 8 6139 91 80.13 78.66 80.13 81.65
Decrease the amount of filters in the first convolution to 8 and remove
the second convolutions
8555 67 78.39 83.86 69.41 82.2
TABLE III: Effect to the performance of the network by manipulating single layers: Amount of parameters, epochs until
convergence and accuracy
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30, 40 8323 56 79.64 83.59 70.32 85.37
30, 20 5123 70 77.32 69.46 79.34 83.31
15, 40 4739 77 79.33 68.13 83.26 86.75
15, 20 4099 70 75.54 70.26 71.5 85.24
15, 40 4739 83 79.15 74.8 79.6 83.17
15, 20 6403 57 79.37 75.59 81.43 81.1
5, 40 5123 81 74.24 77.33 73.59 71.72
5, 40 5123 90 77.28 77.2 78.82 75.72
2, 40 5123 110 67.54 66.66 65.88 70.2
8, 14 4867 58 76.21 78.26 67.05 83.72
3, 6 4099 48 68.53 68.26 68.23 69.1
TABLE IV: Comparison of different input image masks on
the base layout of Table I
Convolutions Fully Connected
Desired Steer
Image Steer
Fig. 8: Overview of the regression architecture
Type Shape Parameters Description
Input (15, 20, 2) 0 Optical flow input layerdownscaled x, y, (dx, dy)
Conv (15, 20, 32) 608 2D Convolutions, kernel (3, 3)32 filters
Pool (8, 10, 32) 0 Max-Pooling, kernel (2, 2)
Conv (8, 10, 8) 2312 2D Convolutions, kernel (3, 3)8 filters
Conv (8, 10, 8) 584 2D Convolutions, kernel (3, 3)8 filters
Pool (4, 5, 8) 0 Max-Pooling, kernel (2, 2)
Dense 32 5152
Dense 16 528
Dense 3 51
TABLE V: Final architecture (9235 Parameters)
the third thread manages the communication to the Arduino
and transfers the speed as well as steer commands. The three
threads communicate with Queues and Mutexes. This way, the
inference thread could take a variable amount of time without
blocking the parsing of the frames, effectively allowing to skip
frames according to the current inference processing frame
rate.
Unfortunately, the resulting frame rate of only up to 15 FPS
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(d) Histogram for balanced data. Best
fit slope/interception: 0.51, 0.21
Fig. 9: Comparison of learning process and predictions in the regression approach with balanced vs. unbalanced data.
Convolutions FullyConnected
Image Classes
Fig. 10: Overview of the classification architecture
is too slow for the speed the car was supposed to drive and
with which the data was labeled with. During the labeling
of the training data it was assumed that the data can be
processed with 30 FPS. A slower processing rates results in
slower reactions. Effectively, the car was capable of detecting
obstacles, but it always happened too late (i.e. the car did steer,
but only shortly after it crashed into an obstacle). Surprisingly,
even an extremely small network with only about a 1000
parameters did not perform better. It seems like there is a
large overhead on each prediction call.
It was attempted to cross compile an inference framework in
C++ [22], but this efforts were not completed since compiling
on the Raspberry Pi was not possible due to the complexity of
the framework and memory constraints and cross compiling
did not lead to success either.
Therefore, the second approach was implemented in which
the car transfers the preprocessed optical flow to a more pow-
erful remote computer that is connected via a WiFi network.
This computer is capable of processing the optical flow with
up to 600 FPS. The camera interface on the Raspberry Pi
directly allows to transfer the frame data remotely via a UDP
or a TCP connection. On the end of the computer, the data
stream behaves exactly as if it was processed on the Raspberry
Pi. The steering commands are then processed on the computer
and transferred back to the Raspberry Pi via a different UDP
connection. The whole process is visualized in Fig. 11.
This way, the car was generally capable of avoiding obsta-
cles. Unfortunately, the WiFi module of the Raspberry Pi is
extremely weak and an external antenna was not available, re-
sulting in a large package loss. This resulted in the application
working periodically in a period of about 5 seconds. For the
purposes of this work as a proof of concept, this suffices.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 9 shows the loss and a histogram of the labels vs.
the predictions the in the test set for balanced and unbalanced
data. Ideally, the histogram would be a perfectly straight line
raspivid
parse_vectorfield
inference
car
stdin or UDP
Queue/Mutex
Queue/Mutex or UDP
Fig. 11: Visualization of the application software architecture
with a slope of 1 and a y-intercept of 0 (meaning that the
predictions exactly match the labels). After only 22 epochs,
the loss has decreased to 0.0116 for the unbalanced data and
after 54 epochs to 0.0096 for the balanced data. The two
histograms show an almost equal distribution, but the best
fit linear curve has a slightly larger slope for the unbalanced
data. The balancing does affect the performance positively
because the loss is smaller for the balanced data as well and
the learning takes a longer time.
The large variance especially around the label 0.5 in both
histograms can be explained due to the inaccurate automatic
labeling of the data, specifically in the transition between over-
riding the desired steering and passing it through. Furthermore,
the human operator likely is not completely consistent with
avoiding the obstacle, but the neural network learned a better
point of deviating from the desired steering, resulting in a
higher deviation from the labeled data.
Even though the regression approach is the favorable solu-
tion, the classification approach performs better. Most likely,
the network has problems with properly learning the corre-
lation between desired and corrected steering signal in the
regression approach and requires a lot more training data to
perform better, but likely definitely would if this training data
was available. The classification approach is way broader than
the regression. Only one of three classes have to be predicted
without having to consider a desired steering direction at all
(this only happens in the post processing). The classification
also likely handles wrongly labeled data better than the re-
gression approach, since a slightly wrong label has no effect
at all to a classification in contrast to a regression.
Table II shows the accuracy for the three classes compared
in balanced and unbalanced as well as automatically and
manually labeled data. The problem with all combinations
except the manual/unbalanced option is that the robot, when
test driving in a real world environment, very often detected
false positives, i.e. avoiding obstacles even though there are
no obstacles. Obstacles were usually recognized, but as soon
as the car started steering, it never stopped stering in the
chosen direction. This was especially obvious in the au-
tomatically labeled training data. This is likely caused by
wrongly labeled data, especially for the cases that an obstacle
was just avoided: when the data was recorded, the operator
usually kept the steering into the desired direction slightly
longer than the obstacle was actually visible in the camera,
resulting in the network to learn that if a turning direction is
recognized by the camera to keep turning into this direction.
The manual/unbalanced option has the highest accuracy for
the classification of no obstacle and learned to not behave
like this. Since the training data is as described, the accuracy
for the left and right label is smaller, since this configuration
learned not to keep turning slightly longer than the obstacle
is actually seen.
Table III shows the effect of manipulating single layers in
the network. All the manipulations do not seem to influence
the performance of the network significantly. Likely, the
network can be reduced significantly in size, but since a signifi-
cantly smaller network does not appear to reduce the execution
time significantly (refer Section II-F), an optimization was not
performed at this point.
In contrast to that, varying the mask applied to the optical
flow frame did influence the network performance signifi-
cantly. Table IV shows the effect of different masks to the
network. For the avoidance of obstacles on the ground, only
a small narrow area in the middle of the image is relevant.
Obviously, this would not be the case for other kind of
vehicles. Additionally, the resolution in the vertical direction
can be bisected. The best performing mask turned out to have
a size of 15 by 20 vectors.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a machine learning approach to obstacle avoid-
ance based on optical flow was introduced. It was evaluated
on a for this purpose modified toy race car.
Even though the implemented solution generally works,
there are different flaws. The biggest problem is the data
acquisition. It is generally desirable to learn from a human
driver/operator, but the operator should rather see exactly what
the car sees. If it is not possible for the human operator to avoid
collisions under these circumstances, the cameras would have
to be modified, likely to have a larger field of view. With
this method, a much larger data set should be recorded to
have a large variance. In order to avoid a bias, it can also be
considered to have two operators, one of which controls the
desired steering direction and one that solely avoids collisions.
While an end-to-end solution seems desirable at first glance
with the motivation of simply learning one single network that
does all the work and that is capable of solving all subproblems
independently of the environment at once, there are different
downsides. The whole operation of the robot becomes a large
black box, making it impossible to fine tune parts of the
network. This makes testing and validation and debugging
difficult and requires a vast amount of data. A better alternative
is to break the problem down into multiple sub-problems that
can easily be validated on their own. For this particular use
case, it could be considered to detect obstacles first and based
on that information have simple rules about how to avoid
collisions or even learn them with a different network. This
way, problems can be easily detected and fixed faster and the
overall complexity decreases.
Another obvious disadvantage over the optical flow ap-
proach is that it only works on good lighting conditions. It also
has yet to be evaluated how different driving speeds affect the
performance of the network. It is likely that the performance
will not be affected since a different speed should impact the
whole image equally.
The limited computation power on the Raspberry Pi was a
big problem. A more powerful computing unit or optimized
software might lead to better results. It could be considered to
use a small low power compute stick like the Intel Movidius
stick [23] to enhance the performance. A decentralized solu-
tion with a computer remote controlling the device is strongly
dependent on a well performing wireless network, which is
not given in search and rescue scenarios.
Furthermore, other representations of the network output
could be evaluated. It could be considered to process the
offset to a current steering signal. The network could infer
the current steering signal from the current optical flow. Also,
the regression and the classification could be combined by
processing a linear steering signal together with a likelihood
of currently seeing an obstacle. Based on this likelihood,
the steering prediction could be used or the desired steering.
Lastly, the amount of classes that the classification approach
currently predicts could be extended. This would make the
labeling more complicated.
Generally the implemented solution works and demonstrates
that it is possible to avoid obstacles solely with obstacle flow.
It is to be expected that applying this concept to flying robots
would lead to good results, but the network architecture and
the procedure to obtain the training data would have to be
reworked.
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APPENDIX
Explanation of the project directory:
1) car: Everything related to the software running on the
car
a) Bridge_Car_Raspi: The software running on
the Arduino that controls the low level electronics
i) Bridge_Car_Raspi.ino Module that con-
tains the main loop and all the general logic and
controllers
ii) comm.ino: Simple implementation of com-
munication protocol
b) cpp: The modules that were implemented in C++
for potentially running on the car
i) CarControl.[h/cpp]: Implementation of
communication protocol to the Arduino
ii) inference.cpp: Implementation of C++ in-
ference with frugally
iii) record_data.cpp: Tool for recording
training data on the Raspberry Pi. Particularly
useful when not only motion vectors, but also
raw video should be recorded (in that case the
Python implementation is extremely slow)
c) python: The modules that were implemented in
Python for running on the car
i) carcontrol.py: Implementation of com-
munication protocol to the Arduino
ii) inference.py: Implementation of Python
inference with Keras
iii) record_data.py: Tool for recording train-
ing data on the Raspberry Pi. If raw video
data must be recorded additionally, the C++
implementation should be used!
iv) remote_car.py: Simple bridge for remote
controlling the car with the remote control
v) remote_interface.py: Script to be exe-
cuted if the inference should run on another
host via the local network
2) demo.mp4: A small video demonstrating the general
functionality of the system
3) doc: This document as LATEX source
4) host: Everything related to the software running on a
host computer
a) remote_inference.py: Inference (Keras) to
be run on a remote host via the local network
b) obstacleavoidance.ipynp Jupyter note-
book used for training
c) data.hdf HDF Archive containing all training
data
d) visualize_hdf.py Tool for visualizing and
labeling HDF data
e) convert_raw_hdf.py Convert data recorded
with record data.cpp into HDF archive
f) convert_raspi_h264_mp4.sh Convert
raspivid .h264 file into readable MP4
